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Government Innovation at Bloomberg Philanthropies 
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Solutions to today’s 
greatest challenges can 

be found in cities – but the 

barriers are vast  

Too few efforts to bolster 

local governments’ 

capacity to innovate 
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Continuous innovation is the 

relentless pursuit of better 

solutions for citizens 

Continuous Innovation: Making the New Normal 



Continuous Innovation: Making the New Normal 
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Aspects of continuous innovation: 

• Challenge normality 

• Follow the facts 

• Flat beats vertical 

• Curiosity and creativity 

• Plan to act (but don’t plan  

forever) 

• Long-distance Sprinting 

• Don’t go it alone 



Continuous Innovation: Making the New Normal 
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Resource constraints make innovation more necessary, but also harder 



Case Study: Mayors Challenge 
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• The Mayors Challenge is a competition for cities to 

submit their most innovative ideas; top 5 get funded 

• Run in US in 2013, Europe in 2014; hundreds of 

applicants 

• Goals: 

• Inspires a broad round of local government 

innovation 

• Identifies the best ideas and helps them spread 

• Drives positive public discussion on mayors and 

cities 

• Promote innovation skills 



Case Study: Mayors Challenge  

Grand Prize Winners 
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 Closes word gap between low-income 
children and their higher-income peers  

 Measures word counts and provides 
coaching to parents 

Providence — Providence Talks Barcelona — Vincles 

 Creates “trust networks” of family, friends, 
and caregivers for at-risk elderly residents 

 Identifies gaps in care, enables 
coordination, promotes quality of life 



Case Study: Innovation Delivery 
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• Government officials at every level are increasingly thinking of innovation as a 

process – as a result, city, state, and national leaders are building iteams 

• Innovation Delivery is one approach for bringing innovation to city challenges 

• It is a rigorous, four-step process facilitated by a team within city hall reporting to the 

mayor 



Case Study: Innovation Delivery 
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• Piloted in 5 U.S. cities beginning in 2011; all had success in tackling key priority issues  

• $45M expansion announced in August 2014 



Conclusion 
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Building the capacity of city leaders to bring new ideas to life, time and time 

again 


